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Imagine a day where it is 115 degrees, the sun is beating on you're head.  The clothes that are 

sticking to you're skin make it feel like  it is a summer day, on the hottest day of the year.  If people     

keep polluting, this will be a realty.  People should use electric cars more then gasoline running cars, 

there safer for the environment, better for you're wallet, and better for you're future and the evidence 

backs me up.  

The first reason, that people should use electric cars more then gas running cars is because it is 
better for the environment. The gases coming from you're car can really hurt the environment.  Over 
time they can make holes in the ozone layer.  This might not seem like a big problem, but the ozone 
layer protects the earth from the suns harmful rays.  This is how global warming happens, when the 
ozone layer melts, and it has severe affects on the environment.  Making ice caps melt, rising the sea 
level, and covering land that is close or under sea level.  You driving a car could ruin lives.  I don’t think 
your thinking about that, driving to the store.  But with an electric car these bad fumes don’t come out 
of the car so they are safe. 
 

The second reason, that people should use electric cars more then gas running cars is because 

there less expensive.  With cars that run on gasoline you have to keep paying a fee for the gasoline.  

After a while that bill can get really expensive.  But with an electric car you only have to pay for the car 

and a charger.  Some people will say that those things are too expensive at the time, but in the end 

you're going to save more money with the electric.  Also when gas prices go up, with you're electric car 

there's no need to worry. Because you won’t need to pay that bill.  And some people might say that they 

are to expensive to buy a electric car because they are to much money on the spot but they will save 

you money over time.  And yes you do need to charge them to bring up the batteries life but some gas 

stanchions have arability to charge it, and you can buy different chargers to determined the speed of 

witch they charge. 

The final reason, that people should use electric cars more then gas running cars is because 

there better for your future.  If people keep breaking the ozone layer your kids life will not be too good 

with all the ice caps melted and rising sea level.  Many islands that are to low for these sea levels that 

are rising they will sink.  Also it will be very hot when the ozone layer depletes it will get very hot 

because the ozone layer protects us from the suns harmful rays.  Some people might say that we could 

just cut the amount of pollution but it you could make a deferens to help from just using an electric cars 

instead of cars that burn fuel. 

Now you know that electric cars are better for the environment, less expensive, and will give 

you a better future go get one. They are much better then having a gas running car. And so if you buy an 

electric car you won't have to live with 115 degrees. So go trade in your gas running car for an electric 

car!    


